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A Component Approach to Collaborative Scientific Software Development: Tools and Techniques Utilized by the Quantum Chemistry Science Application Partnership

Abstract
Cutting-edge scientific computing software is complex, increasingly involving the coupling of multiple packages to combine advanced algorithms or simulations at multiple physical scales. Component-based software engineering (CBSE) has been advanced as a technique for managing this complexity, and complex component applications have been created in the quantum chemistry domain, as well as several other simulation areas, using the component model advocated by the Common Component Architecture (CCA) Forum. While programming models do indeed enable sound software engineering practices, the selection of programming model is just one building block in a comprehensive approach to large-scale collaborative development which must also address interface and data standardization, and language and package interoperability. We provide an overview of the development approach utilized within the Quantum Chemistry Science Application Partnership, identifying design challenges, describing the techniques which we have adopted to address these challenges and highlighting the advantages which the CCA approach offers for collaborative development.
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1. Introduction

Fueled by the progress of simulation in many scientific domains and the ever increasing availability of hardware resources, cutting edge scientific computing increasingly involves the coupling of multiple packages. Within a community or scientific domain, this coupling is desirable to employ multiple advanced techniques, while packages from multiple domains are required to interact when simulations span multiple physical scales. For instance, the development and acquisition of petascale hardware is enabling and driving large-scale coupled-physics simulations in areas such as fusion simulation [1]. The software required for such studies is gaining complexity to the extent that large amounts of effort are required just to interface packages, requiring a team uniquely capable of understanding not only the multiple scientific domains involved but also the technical issues arising in such complicated software. A comprehensive approach to software engineering provides a framework for interaction between multiple development groups and reinforces good programming practices.

Component-based software engineering has been advanced as an important tool for managing the complexity of software [2]. Components are reusable software units that encapsulate useful functionality. As a distinction between other software abstractions, com-
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ponents conform to a particular specification, allowing components from diverse sources to coexist in a common framework. Within high-performance scientific computing, the Common Component Architecture (CCA) Forum has advocated the adoption of components and developed both specifications and middleware tailored to the needs of scientific software [3]. CCA technology has made inroads into numerous simulation domains including optimization and linear algebra, accelerator design, fire and explosives modeling and climate simulation [4].

Within the chemistry domain, the authors are participating in the Quantum Chemistry Scientific Application Partnership (QCSAP) which is building out a CCA component toolkit which enables the integration of quantum chemistry software. This work has included the development of uniform interfaces which allow both the interchangeability of the high-level chemistry models supported by each package [5–7] and interoperation through the sharing of low-level capabilities [8–10]. While programming paradigms can go a long way to encourage and enable good development practices, we have found that complex software projects require careful design and an engineering approach which addresses both technical issues and the practicalities of human interaction, regardless of programming paradigm. Approaches to interface and data standards, and language and package interoperability must be adopted. In this work we provide an overview of our component development approach, identifying the design patterns which have proved useful in both our component and packaging architectures and highlighting the advantages which the CCA middleware and engineering approach offer for large-scale collaborative software development.

2. Uniform interfaces

As in other software disciplines, it is common for multiple scientific packages to exist which provide similar functionality but have various features, strengths and weaknesses. Enabling interchangeability and interoperability between various packages increases code flexibility, allowing applications which combine advanced capabilities or have optimum performance [8,11]. Within the quantum chemistry domain, high-level drivers, such as optimization solvers or dynamics packages, can utilize the broad range of quantum chemistry algorithms [5–7], and these algorithms themselves depend on a number of low-level capabilities that can be shared between packages [8–10]. An often-touted strength of component architectures is the ability to construct applications in a plug-and-play manner from a pool or toolkit of conforming components contributed by many sources. While component architectures do indeed enable this toolkit approach to application construction, all component developers must agree upon and implement uniform interfaces for this ideal to be realized. The adoption of uniform interfaces is the central challenge to large-scale collaboration in scientific software, and the approach used within the QCSAP builds upon tools and techniques developed by the CCA Forum to facilitate the transition from monolithic legacy codes to community-wide toolkits.

In our efforts within the quantum chemistry domain, we have taken care to focus our development efforts on the design of flexible uniform interfaces. Other notable efforts to standardize component interfaces include the Towards Optimal Petscale Simulations (TOPS) project [12] for linear/nonlinear solvers and the Interoperable Technologies for Advanced Petascale Simulations (ITAPS) project [13–15] for unstructured meshes. In order to provide uniform interfaces for a set of components, implementation-neutral interfaces must be formulated and agreed upon by participating development groups. This interface standardization is a challenging step, as it amounts to creating a reference design for a particular functionality, and this design must be sufficiently flexible to encompass existing implementations with limited overhead while maintaining simplicity and clarity as much as possible. Personal and political concerns are just as likely as technical issues to frustrate this process. It is essential that participants embrace the community aspect of the component development process and make compromises as necessary.

A focus on interface design is encouraged by the CCA middleware technology. While not required for a compliant CCA component, the CCA community has widely adopted the Babel [16,17] tool to handle language interoperability. Babel generates implementation stubs and glue code for the languages it supports (Fortran 77, Fortran 90, C, C++, Python and Java) based on interface definitions provided in a Scientific Interface Definition Language (SIDL) file. Babel implements a set of fundamental types and an object-oriented programming model for all supported languages. The requirement of SIDL files focuses developers on the task of interface definition and provides a language-neutral way to specify such interfaces. The
first concrete step towards adding a new capability to our chemistry toolkit is invariably the drafting of an interface file through discussions among the participating developers. Though this initial draft often evolves as implementation tasks reveal issues which were not initially appreciated, the production of an initial SIDL interface file gives a specification which can be discussed and modified as needed.

The inheritance feature provided by Babel’s object-oriented model has proved essential in creating components with uniform interfaces. While uniform interfaces can typically encompass the standard routines required for computation, augmented interfaces have frequently proved necessary for initialization and configuration. In our chemistry architecture, the Babel classes which perform data storage and computation have specialized interfaces which support implementation-specific initialization and configuration, but these interfaces all inherit from a common uniform interface. Since the specialized interface is only needed during initialization, the factory design pattern [18] has proved effective in encapsulating the implementation-specific code. Each class implementation has a corresponding factory component which performs the implementation-specific start up tasks. The factory interfaces are uniform interfaces that client codes use to supply calculation parameters. Given these parameters, each factory implementation performs the specialized tasks necessary to create and initialize the desired class, then returns a reference to the class to the requesting client. The client proceeds to utilize the class through the uniform base interface.

The Chemistry.QC.ModelInterface and its associated Chemistry.QC.ModelFactoryInterface, described in detail by Kenny et al. [5], are examples of uniform interfaces used within the CCA chemistry project that follow the factory design pattern. Figure 1 provides abbreviated listings of the SIDL files for these interfaces, showing the methods that are used for the most basic mode of operation. In our naming convention, uniform interface types end in Interface; further references to such types will exclude the Chemistry.QC namespace. In the quantum chemistry context, we define a model as a method which can assign an energy value to a particular electronic state in the presence of a rigid framework of nuclear centers. Thus, ModelInterface provides the get_energy(), get_gradient(), and get_hessian() members which compute the value of the energy and its first and second derivatives with respect to displacement of the nuclear centers. While the full ModelFactoryInterface supports more detailed configuration, the most basic usage requires only the location of the nuclear centers, name of the particular theory to be employed and a description of the basis functions used to describe the electronic state. The client code provides this information to the model factory using the set_molecule(), set_theory(), and set_basis() methods. The client simply requests a component implementing the ModelFactoryInterface from the framework, setting the desired calculation parameters using that interface and is returned a reference to a class implementing ModelInterface upon calling get_model().

The model implementation which the client receives is determined by the factory component configuration, which is determined at runtime by input that the user provides to the framework. The client code requires no specific knowledge of implementation details which are hidden behind the uniform factory interface.

Along with NWChem [19,20] and GAMESS-US [21], the MPQC [22–24] quantum chemistry package implements a model class that provides access to its available theoretical models through the ModelInterface. Each package has a different underlying architecture, however, requiring that each package’s factory object perform different tasks to initialize their model object implementation. The MPQC implementation of ModelInterface exemplifies how such tasks are handled through specialization of the uniform interface. Figure 2 provides an abbreviated SIDL listing of the MPQC.Model and MPQC.ModelFactory classes, which implement the ModelInterface and ModelFactoryInterface uniform interfaces, respectively. Further references within this section to types not ending in Interface exist within the MPQC namespace. As with factories for other implementations, the ModelFactory component implements only the uniform interface, adding no additional methods. In contrast, the Model class requires MPQC-specific configuration information so that it can be initialized. Such initialization is handled through the addition of specialized methods to the uniform interface. One such method, initialize_pasedkeyval(), is shown in Fig. 2. Based on input provided through its uniform interface by client objects or the framework, ModelFactory constructs a specialized MPQC input string. This input string contains the necessary parameters (theory name, basis set and molecular framework) required to completely initialize the MPQC model implementation. When client code calls get_model() on the fac-
package Chemistry version 0.4.0 {

package QC {

    interface ModelInterface {
        // Sets the molecule.
        void set_molecule( in Chemistry.MoleculeInterface molecule );

        // Returns the molecule.
        Chemistry.MoleculeInterface get_molecule();

        // Returns the energy.
        double get_energy();

        // Returns the Cartesian gradient.
        array<double,1> get_gradient();

        // Returns the Cartesian Hessian.
        array<double,2> get_hessian();
    }

    interface ModelFactoryInterface {
        // Set the theory name for Models created with get_model.
        void set_theory( in string theory);

        // Set the basis name for Models created with get_model.
        void set_basis( in string basis);

        // Set the Molecule to use for Models created with get_model.
        void set_molecule( in MoleculeInterface molecule );

        // Returns a newly created Model. Before get_model can be called,
        // set_theory, set_basis, and set_molecule must be called.
        ModelInterface get_model();
    }
}
}

Fig. 1. SIDL snippet defining Chemistry.QC.ModelInterface and Chemistry.QC.ModelFactoryInterface. The methods defined are used by client code to request a chemistry model from a model factory and obtain molecular energies, gradients and Hessians from the model.

tory component, the factory instantiates a Model, uses initialize_parsedkeyval() to initialize the model instance using the MPQC-specific input string and returns a model reference to the client which proceeds to perform computations using the uniform ModelInterface.

3. Implementation-specific interfaces

The broad adoption of uniform interfaces is clearly the preferred path to a capable and flexible scientific toolkit, realizing the plug-and-play idea put forth by component advocates. Due to a lack of funding, manpower or agreement on development approaches, creating uniform interfaces is not always possible. In cases where a proliferation of implementation-specific interfaces exists, the creation of adaptors is an effective approach to allow components to function in application environments which do not support their native interfaces.

The first major effort within the chemistry component project was to leverage the optimization solver component provided by the Toolkit for Advanced Op-
package MPQC version 0.2 {

class Model implements-all Chemistry.QC.ModelInterface
{
    // Initialize using MPQC keyval input string.
    void initialize_parsedkeyval(in string keyword, in string input);
}

class ModelFactory implements-all Chemistry.QC.ModelFactoryInterface,
gov.cca.Component, gov.cca.Port
{
}
}

Fig. 2. SIDL snippet defining the MPQC.Model and MPQC.ModelFactory classes. These classes provide implementations of Chemistry.QC.ModelInterface and Chemistry.QC.ModelFactoryInterface which are defined in Fig. 1. The MPQC.Model class extends the generic Chemistry.QC.ModelInterface with the initialize_parsedkeyval() method which allows MPQC-specific configuration to occur.

timization (TAO) [25,26]. TAO offers a solver component implementing quasi-Newton optimization methods which are the workhorses of molecular structure optimization. We found that the line search implementation provided within the TAO solver did in many cases reduce the time to solution when compared with the existing capabilities within our quantum chemistry packages [5]. However, practical concerns about continued maintenance along with ease of installation and use make the implementation of additional solver components using the native capabilities within the quantum chemistry packages prudent.

While TAO does provide interfaces which could be adopted as standard uniform interfaces for optimization, these interfaces are not packaged separately. The packaging of the TAO interfaces along with the TAO code creates several disadvantages, discouraging us from adopting these as our native optimization interfaces. In order to use the interfaces, TAO and its dependencies, including PETSc [27], a major linear algebra package, need to be installed. Thus, in the case that only the solver components from the chemistry packages were desired, the significant additional effort of installing TAO and its dependencies would still be required. The continued functioning of our solver components would also depend upon the continued timely maintenance and support of TAO and PETSc, which is not a comfortable position given the realities of funding and the support required to keep up with software and hardware upgrades. Finally, there is simply the fact that by placing TAO later in our dependency chain we can expose fewer of our packages to any changes that might occur in the TAO package. For these reasons, we chose to define our own optimization interfaces within the ChemistryOpt namespace.

For reasons such as those that led us to create our own optimization interfaces within the chemistry project, some level of interface proliferation is bound to occur within the scientific component community. An approach to realizing polymorphism under these circumstances is the creation of interface adaptors. Interface adaptors are simple components which take two different interfaces for the same functionality and translate calls from one interface to the other. Figure 3 illustrates how the MPQC solver implementation can be combined with chemistry interface adaptors to function in application environments which expect a solver utilizing the TAO interfaces. In TAO application environments, the client uses the Solver.OptimizationSolver interface to call into the solver and the solver uses the Optimize.OptimizationModel interface to invoke the model. Within chemistry application environments, ChemistryOpt.SolverInterface and ChemistryOpt.ModelInterface are the corresponding interfaces. By placing interface translation components before and after the MPQC.OptimizationSolver component, the native solver interfaces can be adapted for use within a TAO application environment.

Using the adaptor approach, the number of adaptors to maintain does grow with the square of the number of communities for which interfaces need to be translated. Thus, this approach does create an $n^2$-squared problem. Nevertheless, in situations where the broad adoption of a single uniform interface is not practical, the creation and maintenance of adaptor components is a viable approach to realizing component polymorphism and maintaining flexibility within component toolkits.
4. Data layout standardization

In our experience, high-level interfaces, such as that provided by the `ModelInterface`, require enough work per method call through the interface that the overhead associated with adapting to a standard data layout is not significant. As toolkits gain functionality and low-level capabilities are shared between packages, implementation details are more often exposed and the costs of adapting to standard data layouts becomes more significant. Unfortunately, these increased costs are inherent to low-level integration. Component models and development techniques cannot eliminate the need to adapt between various implementation details which are exposed by low-level interfaces.

The evaluation of integrals over Gaussian basis functions for physical quantities such as electron repulsion and nuclear–electron attraction is a fundamental step for traditional quantum chemistry methods and was chosen as the first low-level capability to be shared within the QCSAP. For efficiency, integrals are typically evaluated in batches which include all possible angular functions for a given choice of radial functions. The number of batches which must be evaluated for even moderate size problems ranges easily into the millions. The ordering of integrals within these buffers is an arbitrary implementation detail for which codes desiring to share integral evaluators must adapt, and our work did indeed encounter this. While we have chosen to standardize on a convention which results in an ordering of $xyz$ for $p$-type Cartesian angular functions, we wished to provide integrals to CCA models from the IntV3 integral package within MPQC which follows a convention resulting in $p$-type Cartesian functions ordered $yzx$. Figure 4 illustrates the reorder that the CCA interface layer must perform in a very simple case: two centers with $p$-shells on each center. With four center integrals with angular functions numbering greater than ten quite typical, the overhead involved in this reorder can be substantial.

Our work has demonstrated that the overhead due to integral reordering, as large as 12%, is comparable to the overhead due to the component interface layer. We expect that overheads of this magnitude are unavoidable with low-level integration. While a short-term view could result in pessimism regarding the utility of community-wide toolkits, the long-term view is that progress in science requires larger collaborations and the coupling of disparate packages, hence the development and adoption of community wide standards for data layouts is a critical step in the evolution of simulation capability. While there will be some large costs
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The evaluation of integrals over Gaussian basis functions for physical quantities such as electron repulsion and nuclear–electron attraction is a fundamental step for traditional quantum chemistry methods and was chosen as the first low-level capability to be shared within the QCSAP. For efficiency, integrals are typically evaluated in batches which include all possible angular functions for a given choice of radial functions. The number of batches which must be evaluated for even moderate size problems ranges easily into the millions. The ordering of integrals within these buffers is an arbitrary implementation detail for which codes desiring to share integral evaluators must adapt, and our work did indeed encounter this. While we have chosen to standardize on a convention which results in an ordering of $xyz$ for $p$-type Cartesian angular functions, we wished to provide integrals to CCA models from the IntV3 integral package within MPQC which follows a convention resulting in $p$-type Cartesian functions ordered $yzx$. Figure 4 illustrates the reorder that the CCA interface layer must perform in a very simple case: two centers with $p$-shells on each center. With four center integrals with angular functions numbering greater than ten quite typical, the overhead involved in this reorder can be substantial.
to pay in performance for early toolkit applications, rapid development and adoption of standards will pay off as new development efforts choose to implement these standards natively.

5. Packaging

We have found the practical aspects of managing software dependencies and build systems to be a substantial challenge when moving to large-scale component efforts. The approach which we finally adopted is to create a generic package for the chemistry domain. The primary roles of the generic package are to hold the SIDL files which describe uniform interfaces through which conforming chemistry packages are expected to interact and build a library which contains the Babel glue code used to access those interfaces in the supported programming languages. The SIDL files in the generic package are thus the de facto standard interfaces for quantum chemistry component efforts. The glue code is required by all packages that wish to use these uniform interfaces, so providing one library upon which all other implementations can depend streamlines the build process. Finally, a range of utility classes which are useful to all chemistry packages are implemented in the generic package, promoting code reuse. These utility classes range from simple data containers, including a standard data container for the exchange of molecular data, to more complicated components, such as a management layer simplifying the use of multiple factory components that create molecular integral evaluators [5,10]. Each chemistry package which supports the component architecture provides server implementations which are matched up to the appropriate glue code by the framework and Babel runtime. These implementations leverage the existing utility classes provided by the generic package.

The generic package is a simple package with minimal dependencies and implementations for generally useful basic utilities. Maintaining this generic material within one of the chemistry packages would bring along the overhead of a lengthy and complicated build process, likely with numerous additional dependencies, for any developer wishing to implement the uniform interfaces. Our experience has shown that breaking out the uniform interfaces into a generic package is critical for broad adoption of standard interfaces. With several teams contributing changes to a generic package, careful versioning and documentation of interface changes is required, and we would like to adopt project tracking tools for this purpose.

Once all the core chemistry packages are built with component support, a final package which we term the apps package is built. This package supports combining the available components into usable applications. Sitting at the end of the toolchain, the apps package finds the available component packages and runs a verification suite to test the functionality of the components.

Figure 5 illustrates the dependency tree for the chemistry project. Adaptors for components from external packages, such as the Toolkit for Advanced Optimization (TAO) [25,26], are maintained in the apps package to keep the dependency tree manageable. It is important to note that, while dependency trees become quite large as the number of packages contributing to a toolkit grows, the CCA approach and our packaging approach do manage the complexity for both developers and users. The generic package provides not just interfaces and glue code, but also all needed CCA tools configuration information. Thus the generic package is one dependency that satisfies CCA requirements both from the chemistry and middleware perspective. From the user’s perspective, there are many ways to access the capabilities of the QCSAP toolkit. The most powerful and advanced approach is to use CCA framework commands to directly construct component applications. A second approach which allows the chemistry developers to shield users from a great deal of the complexity of component application construction is the embedding of a CCA framework within an existing chemistry program. In this case the framework interaction is handled by the programmer, allowing the user to use the familiar input format native to the chemistry program. User friendly front-ends are another example of component applications that can be provided. As a proof of concept, we implemented a GUI which allows the user to select the QC package to optimize a given molecule and provides a visualization of the molecule throughout the optimization (see Fig. 6).

6. Conclusions

The efforts undertaken within the quantum chemistry domain have revealed several techniques to promote and manage uniform interfaces. Simple aspects such as code organization have proved extremely important in enabling interface adoption. The creation and maintenance of a simple generic package to pro-
Fig. 5. Diagram of software package dependencies for the QCSAP project. Interface definitions, language interoperability glue code and widely useful component/class implementations are provided by the cca-chem-generic and cca-chem-apps packages. While the definition of optimization interfaces in both cca-chem-generic and the Toolkit for Advanced Optimization (TAO) does result in interface proliferation, this approach insulates all but one of the chemistry packages from changes to the TAO package.

Fig. 6. Screenshot of a prototype graphical user interface developed by the QCSAP. The use of shared interfaces provides uniform access to the capabilities of several quantum chemistry packages, facilitating the development of highly capable toolkit front-ends.
vide interfaces and support code provides standardized interfaces and facilitates the efficient installation of a complex software environment. When the adoption of uniform interfaces is not practical due to a lack of funding, staffing or agreement in development approaches, the creation of interface adaptor components is a viable approach to managing interface proliferation. Interface adaptors allow components to function in application environments which do not support their native interfaces. While component-based software engineering does encourage and enable sound software engineering practices, a comprehensive development approach that addresses interface and data standardization, and language and package interoperability must be adopted to enable large-scale collaborative development.
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